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Release Notes 2008-12-12
Config db ntf: 20081215201500

Analyze db ntf: 20081215201500
Windows Version: 1.6.24.346 :: MAC OS X Version: :: Linux Version: 

Eclipse Plugin:

Major Improvements: Enhanced Analyze database with interactive Java table, added new views to Analyze database, enhanced MassDelete 
Action to optionally include physical local replicas, Option to also manage fulltext index with desktop icon Action, Auto-Create missing local 

replicas with MarvelClient Roaming

Configuration Database

FIX Fixed a problem with pasting database links / catalog data into masschanges where the directory was not seperated from the 
filename

FIX Added options to also include physical local replicas in MassDeletes (requires DLL update)

ENHANCEMENT Added options to desktop icon actions to create/manage a fulltext index for a local replica

Analyze Database

CHANGE The XSLT configuration for desktop audits has been extended to also analyze page- and coordinate details
!!! - THIS REQUIRES *REPLACEMENT* OF THE EXISTING "desktop.xml-1" XSLT CONFIGURATION DOCUMENT IN THE 
ANALYZE DATABASE WITH THE ONE FROM THE NEW TEMPLATE - !!!

CHANGE / 
ENHANCEMENT

Replaced the previous three views "by Data Dir", "by Program Dir", and "by notes.ini Dir" into one single view categorized by 
respective directory

ENHANCEMENT Added a view to display desktop icons by pagenumber, row and column (X/Y coordinates) == by Position

ENHANCEMENT Added a view to display desktop icons by pagenumber, pagename, row and column (X/Y coordinates) == by Pagename

ENHANCEMENT Added additional information to user profile documents

ENHANCEMENT Detail audit documents (desktop, databases, notes.ini) now display ALL user details from every detail document
- in previous releases, detail data was split across multiple documents according to 32KB limits of list fields.
!!! - THIS NEW FEATURE REQUIRES JAVA APPLETS, JAVASCRIPT, AND SCRIPTING OF APPLETS TO BE ENABLED - !!!
If one or multiple of these requirements are not met, the new aggregated table applet display falls back to the old split table display

ENHANCEMENT The new table applet allows to interactively sort and navigate all detailed audit data from within one interactive table
+ Clicking on Column headers sorts the respective detail document data column
+ Clicking into one of the bottom column cells at the end of the table allows to filter the table data

ENHANCEMENT The manual audit action/agent has been reworked:
The agent triggered from the Audit Selected action is now faster and also runs in the background

ENHANCEMENT Added a new background agent that automatically audits user profiles
(=unpacks the details from the zipfiles attached to the user profiles automatically)
Please note that the respective agent needs to be enabled [Agent (Audit All)]

.DLL Updates (Windows)

FIX Fixed drag & drop from a Notes document to a Notes document not working (drag & drop to/from file system <> Notes worked just 
fine)

FIX Fixed a problem with the encryption/password option for attachments (if enabled):
Repeatedly checking the encrypt-flag and closing the file-attach dialog lead to continuous growth of the file-attach dialog window

ENHANCEMENT Added the Notes username of the uploading end user to profile documents uploaded/updated into a Domino / the analysis database

ENHANCEMENT Added a "KillNotes"/"ZapNotes"-option - setting MC_ZapNotes=1 in notes.ini will scan for hanging Notes tasks upon client startup
If any orphaned tasks are detected, a dialog is displayed asking the end user whether s/he wants to end them.
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ENHANCEMENT Added the following options to automatically create missing local replicas according to the desktop configuration at the end of client 
startup:
mc:acr_enabled - Enables AutoCreateReplicas (acr); default == disabled
mc:acr_nonewdirectories - En/Disable autocreation of missing (sub)directories; default == disabled == Create missing directories 
enabled
mc:acr_allowoutofdata - Autocreate replicas outside of the Notes data directory yes/no; default == enabled == yes
mc:acr_replicateimmediately - Create stubs or full replicas; default == disabled == stubs only

Note that autocreation of missing local replicas ONLY WORKS for icon stacks on the Notes desktop that consist of at least one 
local replica icon AND at least one server icon - in other words:
!!! - AUTOCREATION WILL NOT WORK WITH ONLY A LOCAL REPLICA LINK BUT NO SERVERLINK (where should we 
replicate from then?) - !!!

If a stack has more than one local replica link, the replica will be recreated according to any one of them - which one is NOT 
predictable
If a stack has more than one server replica link, the replica will be recreated from any one of them - which one is NOT predictable

.dylib Updates (Mac OS X)

not available not available

.so Updates (Linux)

not available not available
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